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ATLANTA, GEORGIA – The Abstracts Committee of the National African American MSM Leadership Conference on Health Disparities and Social Justice is now accepting abstracts online. Abstracts will be accepted until October 31st, 2020. Prioritized areas of focus include:

- Ending the STI Epidemic
- Using the Arts to Heal & to Advocate
- House-Ballroom Culture
- Ending the HIV Epidemic Updates & Strategies
- Community Involved Research
- Human Rights—Civil Rights for Black LGBTI
- Stigma & Isolation

Submit your abstract online at http://naesm.org/leadership-conference/abstract-information/ and be a part of the virtual conversation addressing the theme “Ending Your Local HIV, STI, Hepatitis Epidemic – Let’s Strategize!”

The conference attracts a wide audience of gay and bisexual black men in healthcare and health organizations, LGBTQ advocacy, and community-based organizations, as well as professionals who seek to serve this demographic. This year’s conference will especially outreach to, and address the issues of, gay and bisexual youth and young adults, and gay and bisexual elders.

Sponsorship opportunities, virtual exhibitor space and advertising in the electronic program book are still options for participation in the virtual National African American MSM Leadership Conference on Health Disparities and Social Justice. For more information on sponsorship options, please reach out to Doug Anthony, at dsgardin1221@yahoo.com to customize a sponsorship package to meet your company deliverables, or email me at alvanq@naesm.org with any questions you may have.